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Introduction 
From the theory of double covers of P3 (‘double solids’, see [4]), and from the 
problem of classification of vector bundles on P3, new interest has arisen about the 
problem of the existence and the construction of surfaces in P3 of a given degree n 
having a certain number d of nodes as the only singularities. Our main result is the 
construction, for each 1 sds64, of sextic surfaces with exactly d nodes. 
In this note we restrict ourselves to consider surfaces with a trihedral symmetry, 
i.e. surfaces G whose equation can be written, in a suitable coordinate system, as 
F(.&x:,x:,x:): it is a beautiful idea of B. Segre [8] to relate the singularities of G 
with those of F and with the analysis of the position of the coordinate tetrahedron 
with respect to F. 
Segre chose for F the symmetric (four-nodal) cubic and a particular tetrahedron 
to construct a G with 63 nodes: here we use different specializations of the tetra- 
hedron in order to get any d with 32 sds64, and other nodal cubits for 1 sd< 31. 
Also, we show that 64 is the maximum allowed for trihedral sextics. In this 
respect, if one denotes by p(n) the maximum value of d for which there exists a 
surface of degree n with d nodes, then p(n) is known only for nl5 b(5) = 31 has 
been proven recently by Beauville [2]), and for larger values of n only some lower 
and upper bounds for p(n) are known (see [lo, 8, 21 for an history of the problem). 
For sextics, Basset’s bound [l] gives ~(6) I 66, while Segre’s bound [8] ~(6) I 63 
and Stagnaro’s bound [9] ,~(a) 165 are valid only under some generality 
assumptions; moreover, a sextic with 64 nodes has been constructed by Stagnaro by 
a different method (see [9], also for more references), no one is known for dz65. 
This note is divided into two parts: in Section 1 we study the geometry of the 
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symmetric cubic surface D, which is related to its duality with the Steiner surface, 
and in particular we give a geometric construction for the inverse of the birational 
map w : P2 +D3 given by the web of cubic curves passing through the vertices of a 
complete quadrilateral; in Section 2 we apply these results considering the trihedral 
sextics. 
1. The symmetric (four-nodal) cubic surface D 
Let (z)= (z,,,t,,z2,zJ) be homogeneous coordinates in ip3, then D is given by the 
equation 
03(z) = i YCO. 
r=o I 
The four nodes of D are eo, e,, e2, e3 = (l,O, 0, 0), . . . , (0, 0, 0,l) and D contains exactly 
9 lines: the 6 lines I, = (e;, ei) joining pairs of nodes, and the 3 lines in which the 
plane Zs of equation a,(~)=~~=~~,=0 intersects D, 12={z0+~1=~~+~3=0}, It= 
Fig. 1. The 9 lines on D and their intersection points. 
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{~~+z~=z,+L~=~}, 10={~0+~3=zI+~2=0}. Denote further by P, the point of 
intersection of f; and ljj i.e. P,*=(l. -1, -l,l), Poz=(l, -1,1,-l), PO,= 
(l,l, -1, -1). 
Let (x) = (xO,xl,x~) be homogeneous coordinates in P*, set for convenience x3 = 
x0+x1 +x2, and consider the quadrilateral whose sides are the lines Lj of equation 
xi = 0. The diagonals Ek (k = 0, 1,2) of the quadrilateral have equation x&-x3 = 0, 
and, if 4~ = Lifl Lj, Ek joins q3k with ~0 for (i,J k) a permutation of (0, 1,2). 
The map W : ip2-‘ip3 such that v(X) = (X,X2X3,X,,X2XJrXOX,X3, -X0X,X2) gives the 
birational correspondence between P* and D associated to the system of plane 
cubits passing through the Q~‘s. Clearly IVY = I,, w blows up qii to the line I,, and 
contracts Li to the node ei, w-‘(5) = Eo+ El + E2. 
Proposition 1. Let n be a plane in Ip3 not passing through the nodes of D. Then II is 
simply tangent to D in 0 5 n I 3 points, n = 3 occurring iff 71 = 5, and n = 2 iff 7c 
contains one of the lines Ik. 
Proof. Remark first that the inverse image of a plane n containing fk consists of 
Ek+ C, where C is a conic passing through q3i, q3j> Qiks 4jk: C is smooth unless it 
Fig. 2. The complete quadrilateral in P*, its diagonals and vertices. 
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equals Ei+ Ej, LJ + Lk, Li+Lj (the corresponding planes are then 75. the plane 
passing doubly through I,,, the one passing doubly through lij). C moves in the 
pencil generated by L3+ Lk, Li+ Lj: since these two tonics are tangent o E,, if C is 
smooth it is not tangent to Ek. 
To prove the last part of the statement we notice that any reducible cubic in the 
linear system contains either one side or one diagonal of the quadrilateral. 
To prove the first part, we will show that the planes rrii = (I,, fk) (intersecting D in 
I,, + 21,) (where either (i,j, k) is a permutation of (0, 1,2) or j = 3 and i = k# 3) are the 
only planes II which are tangent to D at a smooth point p where the plane section 
II - D has a non-ordinary singularity. 
In fact, the parabolic curve of D (the locus of such points p) is the complete 
intersection of D with its Hessian surface 29, of degree 4. So it suffices to prove that 
H is tangent o D along each I,; since nii is tangent o D along I,, this is equivalent o 
showing H.nii=21ij+-.-. 
Now xii is defined by tk + zh = 0 ((i,j, k, h) being a permutation of (0,1,2,3)), and I, 
in it is defined by zh = 0. Assume for simplicity k = 0, h = 1: then, mod&+ L,), 
H= det 
which equals by adc dir 
0 0 22-21 21+22 
0 0 Z3-Zl Z3+ZI 
Z2-Zl zj-Zl 0 ZZ+Z3 
Zl+Z2 Zj+Zl Z2+Z3 0 
ig and subtracting the last two rows and columns 




Z2 Z3 +(ZZ+ Z3) 0 
z1 ZI 0 - tcz* + z3) I 
and is therefore divisible by (z,)~. 
Let V be a surface in lP3, V* its dual variety (the closure in lP3* of the locus of 
planes tangent to Vat smooth points), r : V-+ V* the (rational) Gauss map. 
We recall here some basic facts about duality (cf. [7, p. 82 ff.] and [3, pp. 28-401): 
(i) (V*)* = V, so V* is not a cone and V* is a surface if V is not ruled, 
(ii) if p is a smooth point of V, T has maximal rank at p iff r(p) is simply tangent 
to Vatp, 
(iii) if V is a surface of degree n with only d nodes as singularities, V* has degree 
n(n - 1)2 - 2d. 
Moreover, defining a line I to be transversal to V iff, at the points of Vn/, V 
consists of smooth branches crossed transversally by /, also the following holds: 
(iv) a line I is transversal to V iff I* is transversal to V*. 
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Proposition 2. Let, on P3*, (w) = ( wo, w,, w2, w3) be the coordinates dual to the 
(z)‘s, and set o=al(W)=C:=,wi, ~I=wO+WI-W~-W~, ~,~=wO+W~-WI-W~, 
t/3=wO+w3-wl-w2. 
Then the dual surface D* of D is the Steiner quartic surface of equation rlIq2q30 - 
W/:tl:+dtl:+tlID:). 
Proof. Since D is not ruled, by (i) D* is a surface (and not a cone), by (iii) D* has 
degree 4 Because of (ii) and Proposition 1, (IT)* is a triple point of D*, and, since the 
pencil of planes through I, is a pencil of bitangent planes, (Ik)* is a double line of D*. 
So D* is the Steiner surface (cf. [5, pp. 81-821). 
To establish its equation we remark that this must also be a symmetric function of 
(w); furthermore, the triple point and the double lines are the vertex and the edges 
of the trihedron whose faces are the 3 planes of equation ui=O. 
Then the equation of D* must be of the form 41~2~3~~ +f(q), where f(q) is a form 
of degree 4 vanishing of order 2 at the three points vi = qj = 0. Notice that ~1~2~3 is a 
symmetric function of(w), as is easy to check, and that every permutation of the qi)s 
can be obtained by a permutation of the Wj’s: therefore f is a symmetric function of 
(rl). 
Thus there are constants A, p, such that f(fl)=~(a:o:+tl:‘I:+rl:rl:)+ 
&I, + q2+ ~3)~11]2~3. Since the first term of the sum is a symmetric function of(w) 
but the other is not, we must have p = 0, A# 0. We omit the computation of A = -8 
since in the rest of the paper we will not need the precise value of A. 
Proposition 3. For p E D, (i, j, k) a permutation of (0, I, 2), let A,(p) be the third 
point of intersection of the line (p,~,~) with D. Consider the map q~ : D* P3* such 
that P(P) = (Ao(p), A ,(p), A2(p))*. Then q(D) is theplane given by a,(w) = 0, and rp 
is the inverse of ly in the sense that (p(v(yO, yI, y2)) = (y,,,y,, y2, -yo- y1 -y2). 
Proof. Let I&) =p, and hi(y) E IF” be the pre-image of Ai( Since (P,Pjk) = 
<p,Ij)fl (p,lk), the bi(y)‘s are the points, other than (y) or the vertices of the 
quadrilateral, of pairwise intersection of the three tonics Ci(y) such that 
w-‘((p,li)) =Ei+ C/(y). The equations of these tonics are, respectively, in the (x) 
coordinates (and recalling that x3 = a,(x), so y3 = al(y)): 
c2=~Y2~3~O~,-YOYI~2~3=~}, c, = {Y,Y3~O~2-YO~2~lx3=~), 
CO= ~YOY3~,~2-Y,Y2~0~3=~). 
Note that the equations of C, and Cz are permuted by exchanging the indexes 1 and 
2, while the equation of Co remains invariant; therefore, knowing the coordinates of 
b, as rational functions of (y), we can get b2 by permuting yI with y2 in those 
functions and exchanging the coordinates xl and x2. 
In the same way the permutation of the indexes 0 and 1 allows to relate b, to bo. 
To compute b,(y), we rewrite the 2 equations C2, Co as 
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Eliminating xl we get ~~~3~O~~O~I~2~~2xO~~~O~3~2~~I~2~O~~Ox2 * xO=@YOs 
x2= -ey2, and finally, substituting in C2 and setting Q =y3+yl, XI =yt(y2-ye). 
Hence 
62=(Yo(Y3+Y2)> -YI(Y3+Y2xY2(YI -Yo)), 
bI=(yO(y3+yI)~yI(y2-yO)r -Y2(Y3+YIb 
bo= (Yo(Y2-Yl)tYI(Y3+Yo)~ -Yz(Y3+Yo)). 
The coordinate wi of the plane spanned by ly(b2), I, w(bo), is given by (-1)’ 
times the determinant of the 3 x 3 minor obtained by deleting the ith column of the 
matrix (Mu) = (Zj(bi)). 
To simplify the computations, we notice that 
Mu= l-I:=oJQ s.. g.. 
yj ’ V’ 
whereS2=(y2+Y3)(yt-Yo), ~I=(YI+Y~)(Y~-Yo)~ So=(yO+y3)(y2-Y1)and(B,i)is 
the following matrix: 
y, -YO YO-Yl Y3+Y2 Y3+y2 
Let pj=(-l)jdet Zj, where Zj is the minor of (Bu) obtained by deleting the jth 
column: by symmetry considerations, as before, we find that ~o(y~,yt,y2) = 
,u,(Y,,Y~,Y~), P~(Y~,Y~,Y~)=P~(Y~,Y~,Y~), ~3 is a symmetric function of (Y) (every 
permutation of yi with yj has the effect of exchanging two rows and two columns of 
Z,) and therefore, to prove that (w) = (yo,yI,y2, -y3), we must show that ,u2 = -,u3. 
Now, subtracting the 3rd from the 1st and 2nd columns, then multiplying these last 
by (-1): 
det Z2 = + det 
y3+Y2+YO-Yl Y3+Y2+Yl-Y0 2y3+2Y2 
Y3+Yl +yo-Y2 0 2Y3 + 2y1 
0 y3 +yl +yO-y2 2y3+ 2Yo 
Subtract the first 2 columns from the 3rd: 
(y3+Y2+YO-Y1) (Y,+Y2+YI--Y0) 0 
=tdet (Y~+YI+YO-~2) 0 (Y:,+Yl +y2--Yo) ’ 
0 (Y3+Y,+YO--Y2) (Y3+Y2+YO-Y1) 
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Then, cyclically permuting the columns: 
(Y3+Yz+Y1 -uo) 0 (Y3+Y2+YO--YI) 
=+det 0 (Y3+Y2+YI-Y0) (Y3+yl+YO-Y2) a 
(Y3+YO+Yl-Y2) (Y3+YO+Y2-YI) 0 
and adding the 1st and subtracting the 2nd to the 3rd column: 
(Y3+YZ+YI -YO) 0 Y3+Yt 
= det 0 (Y3+Y2+YI--YO) YO-Y2 * 
(Y3+Yl +YO-Y2) (Y3+Y2+YO-YI) Y1 --Y2 
After subtracting the 3rd column from the lst, and then the 1st from the Znd, we 
finally get det Z3. 
Corollary 4. If(y) is a general point of the irreducible quartic curve r of equation 
(Y~+Y~)~(YO+Y~)~+(Y~+Y~)~(Y~+Y~)~+(Y~+Y~)~(Y~+Y~)~=~~ then the plane 
&t&y)) is simply tangent o D at a single point. 
Proof. By Proposition 3, p(w(y)) is such that Q = 0, rl I = 2(yo+yt), ~2 = 2(yo+y2), 
q3 = -2(y, +y2), the result is thus gotten by substituting in the equation of D*. 
2. Sextic surfaces with nodes 
Let ui, i=O,..., 3, be 4 general linear forms on [P3, and denote by T, the 
tetrahedron determined by the -four planes u;=O. Consider the map Q: ;Pz-+lpi 
given by Ui= vf: R is ramified simply on TV= R -I( T,) and has degree 8. The degree 
of Q reduces to 4 on the faces, to 2 on the edges, and to 1 on the vertices of T,. By 
writing Q in terms of local coordinates, one easily gets the following result (see [B]): 
Proposition 5. Let F(u) be a surface of degree n, then G(v) = F(O(v)) is a surface of 
degree 2n which has only nodes as singularities iff 
(a) F has only nodes as singularities, and they lie outside T,, 
(b) if a face of T,, is tangent to F, it must be simply tangent, and the points of 
tangency must not lie on the edges, 
(c) if an edge of T, is tangent o F, it must be simply tangent in points which are 
not vertices. 
Moreover, if t is the number of nodes of F, r is the number of tangency points of 
the faces, s of the edges and m the number of vertices lying on F, then G has exactly 
d=Bt+4r+2s+m nodes. 
Theorem 6. A sextic surface of the form F@(v)) with only nodes as singularities 
can have at most 64 nodes. 
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Proof. Using the notations of Proposition 5, we remark that: 
(1) By (c), the 2 vertices of an edge of T,, tangent to f cannot both belong to F. 
Hence 2s + m is always I 13, equality holding iff s = 6, m = 1. 
(2) By (b), an edge tangent to f cannot lie in a tritangent face, so, if there are k 
tritangent faces, then ~13 for k= 1, SI 1 for k=2, s=O for k13. 
We refer to ([6, pp. 640-6461) for the plane representation of the cubic surfaces 
with nodal singularities, from which it follows that: 
(3) If t = 3 (as for t =4) there are only 3 lines on f not passing through the nodes 
and they lie on a plane (thus if a face of T,, is tritangent o F, the remaining ones are 
not bitangent). 
(4) If t = 2 any 2 tritangent planes (not passing through the nodes) meet in a line of 
F. 
Moreover, we have, when t = 4: 
(5) If a face is bitangent o F= D, another one is tangent, then their common edge 
I cannot be tangent o D. For otherwise I* would join two points of D*, one of them 
lying on a double line, so I*, being tangent o D*, would have to be tangent at one of 
these points. This, again by duality, would contradict (b). 
(6) If an edge I is tangent o D and belongs to 2 faces nl, n2, also simply tangent o 
D, then I cannot have a vertex v on 77tl D. In fact, dually, v* would be a plane 
containing a double line, so v*. D*=2 (double line)+conic, I*. D*=(nl)*+ 
(n2)* + point of tangency: hence I* would be tangent at a point of the double line. By 
duality, I would be tangent to D in a point whose tangent plane contains a side of 
i!nD, hence in a point of 77n D, i.e. v, contradicting (c). 
Now, if t = 0, 1, it follows easily by (2) that d is I 60. If t = 2, then (4) implies rc 9 
and if r=9, ~13 by (2). so ds61. 
When t=4, (2) and (5) implys14 if r=5, ~53 if r=6, s=O if r=7. Hence, for 
rc 5 d is at most 62, for r= 7 d is at most 64 (our example), while, for r= 6, if a face 
is tritangent we get, by (6), 2.s+ ms7 (Segre’s example), in the other case we get, 
using (I), Zs+msS. 
Finally, if t =3, we use (3) to get rs7 and (1) to conclude that d is less than or 
equal to 64 unless m = 1, s= 6, r= 7. 
Let’s show that this last case cannot occur. In fact, by (2), there should be 3 
bitangent faces and a simply tangent one; so, if P is the vertex of the tetrahedron 
lying on f, there must be at least two bitangent faces, z1 and n2, through P. Let P 
be the point of tangency of the line I= rrl ft 7t2 with F, since n;n F consists of a conic 
Ci plus a line fit I is tangent o Ci at P’ and I; passes through P. From this it follows 
that P must be a vertex of the unique tritangent plane, since, by (a), the lines 1; 
cannot pass through any node. Let # be the projection off with centre P onto the 
plane rt spanned by the three nodes of F, and let A, B be the images of the lines I,, 12. 
It is easy to see that, by blowing up P and then contracting the proper transforms of 
I,, 12, we get a double cover F’ of II branched on a quartic curve r with 5 double 
points: A, B and the three nodes of F. 
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Thus f consists of two lines and a conic Q and we can choose coordinates (x,y, z) 
in TI such that 
(i) A =(l,O,O), B=(O, LO), 
(ii) the equation of r is xy(xy + tz(x+y + z)) = 0, where t is a nonzero constant. 
The equation of F’ in O+(2) is given by: 
w* - xy(xy + fz(x + y + z)) = 0. 
Therefore, if (x, y, z, U) are coordinates in lP3 such that P= (O,O, 0, l), n = {U = 0}, X, 
y, z are the above mentioned coordinates on n, the bir ational map between F’ and F 
is given by 
kY,Z, w)-(xY, z, (w-XYVZX 
and the equation of F is therefore 
U(UZ + zuy) - rxy(x+y + z) = 0. 
Let E, C, D be, respectively, the projections on II of (and of other two edges of the 
tetrahedron passing through the vertex P. By our assumptions, we have that E, D, C 
belong to r, the line EC passes through B, m passes through A, and E is tangent 
to r. Therefore E belongs to Q, C is the intersection of BE with {y=O}, D is the 
intersection of AE with {x= 0). 
Let E = (a, b, c): since E is different from A and B, we can assume c = 1 and we 
haveab+t(a+b+l)=O. ThenC=(l,O,-a), 0=(0,1,-b). 
Let 7c3 be the face of the tetrahedron opposite to P: 7r3 is bitangent to F, so it 
contains the line of F{z = 0,2u - t(x+y) = 0) mapped by @ onto %. The equation 
of 7r3 is then of the form 
vz+(2u-rx-ty)=o 
where v is a constant. 
Since the three edges of the tetrahedron lying on 7r3 are tangent to F, the 
projection on II of 7r3 n F must be tangent to the triangle DEC. This projection is 
easily seen to be the curve d of equation 
z((tx+ ty- v#-- 4(v+ f)xy) = 0. 
- -- -- 
The parametric equations of the three lines AD = EA, CB = CE, CD are given by, 
respectively, 
(a, r, - rb), (r, Q, - ra), (a, r, -00 - rb), 
where (cr, T) are homogeneous coordinates in Ipt. 
Imposing the condition of tangency of the first two lines with A we get the 
equations 
(V+t)(t*+vtb-v--_-)=0, (v + t)(t* + vra - v - f) = 0. 
Since 7r3 is not tritangent, A consists of the line {z=O} plus a nonsingular conic, 
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therefore (v+ c) and v are different from zero. It follows that a=6, and the 
condition that m be tangent o A boils down to 
t2+v2az+2tva-v-t=O. 
Using this and the previous equation 
we get 
t2 + vta - v - t = 0, 
va( t + va) = 0. 
(*) 
Since a = 0 implies C = A, D = B, which is absurd, we must have t + va = 0, and (*) 
gives again v + t = 0, which is a contradiction. This ends the proof. 
Theorem 7. For every d with 1 ~d~64 there exist sextic surfaces of the form 
F(sZ(v)) with exactly d nodes as singularities. 
Proof. We will consider the smooth manifold A4 of the (u)‘s such that the faces of 
T,, do not pass through the nodes of F and the edges are not tangent to F. We 
remark that if F= D, by Proposition 1, for (u) in M T, satisfies the conditions of 
Proposition 5; otherwise we must impose the conditions that the faces are simply 
tangent. 
Let us consider first dr 32 and F= D. Our strategy will consist in constructing a 
lattice of subvarieties of A4 ordered by proper inclusion, and with a minimum 
element N: these subvarieties are then not empty if we prove that Nis not empty. To 
start with, we define N as the set of tetrahedra in M with vertices p, A&), A t(p), 
AZ(p), where p is a point of w(T), and show that N is not empty. We need the 
following lemma: 
Lemma 8. For a generalp E v(f) no one of the Ai(p is the point p‘ of tangency of 
the plane @(p) with D. 
Proof. Supposing the contrary, the lines (p,p’> would intersect the plane rS in a 
vertex of the triangle Dfl77, this vertex being fixed since Tis irreducible: let it bepij. 
The natural action of yj on Ip2 induces a linear action on Ip3 (permuting the 
coordinates zo, zI, z2) and I- is invariant by this action. 
Denote by (y’) u/-‘(p’): (y’) is the singular point of the cubic curve of equation 
x~(YOXIX~+ xO_YIX~+ x~x,_Y~) - xOX~X~_Y~, which is a covariant of (x) and (_v). There- 
fore if o E Y3, (cry)‘= a(~‘). and the line (up, (a~)‘> passes through o(pii). This is a 
contradiction because Y3 acts transitively on the (Pjk)‘s+ 
Now, with this choice of the vertices, T, has 1 tangent and 3 bitangent faces, and 
the vertices on D. If p is a general point of y/(T), it is clear that the faces do not pass 
through the nodes of D and, since the (p,pjk)‘s have 3 points of intersection with D, 
they cannot be tangent o D. In the proof of Theorem 6 we have already seen that, if 
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Fig. 3. The u-coordinates tetrahedron and the plane ri 
(A,,A,) were tangent to 0, it would be in the tangency point of the face p(p): since 
(A,,A,) has 2 intersections with D at Ai, Aj, one of these would be the above 
mentioned point, contradicting Lemma 8. 
The other subvarieties of the lattice are defined by the following conditions: 
d= 63: take as vertices p E D, A I(p), A*(p), q = (p,p& fl n’, where 72’ is a tangent 
plane to D through (A,,Az). 
d= 62: pcD, A,(p), q as before, with n’cD*nA :, and q’= (p,p& fl n’. 
d=61: pc D, q, q’, q” are the 3 intersections of the (p,pii)‘s with a n’~ D*. 
d = 60: p E D, A,, AZ, Ao. Proceed as before to get d = 59, 58, 57. 
d=56: PE lP3, q, q’, q” are points on the lines (p,p,). 
32sds55:writedas32+8h+4k+m, wheremzz3,kll;takehbitangentandk 
tangent faces, and m vertices on D. 
To get sextic surfaces with d nodes, ds 31, write d as 8t + 4k+ m (k and m as 
before), and take F with t nodes, T, with k tangent faces and m vertices on F. 
Remark. Of course, there are several ways of applying this construction. For 
instance, d =48 can also be obtained from D by taking a T, with 4 general tangent 
planes as faces, or 2 general bitangent planes, or the tritangent plane and a tangent 
plane, . . . ; or from a smooth cubic and a T,, with 4 tritangent faces. 
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